SECLI-FIRM newsletter - December 2020

Take a look at our project highlights
During the latter half of 2020 the SECLI-FIRM project team has shared
preliminary results at conferences and in collaborative webinars. We also
rose to the challenge of virtual delivery for our 4th Stakeholder Workshop.
Our thanks and best wishes to the many participants, presenters and project
partners and stakeholders who joined us.
As we enter the ﬁnal year of our project, SECLI-FIRM concludes in October
2021, we will strive to use the most apt online engagements to share our
results with you.
Our latest activities and developments include:

HYDROPOWER WEBINAR
FEATURING CLARA
PROJECT
We hosted our 3rd project webinar with a
focus on how climate information is used in practice to turn climate science
into solutions for the hydropower sector, with presentations from EU Horizon
2020 projects. Links to the presentations and recording here

TEAL:CLIMATE & ENERGY
DATA TOOL
SECLI-FIRM project partner WEMC has just
launched a new FREE and easy-to-use global
historical climate and energy data tool;Teal. Teal is also contributing to the
development of a climate services tool to inform management decisions in
our project.Try it at tealtool.earth

4th STAKEHOLDER WORKSHOP
We took the science and economic discussions
online for our 4th Stakeholder Workshop this
summer with two distinct virtual sessions.

CLIMATEUROPE
COLLABORATION
We were delighted to collaborate
with Climateurope and host a free ‘Climate
Thursdays’ webinar, exploring innovative climate services for the Energy
Industry being developed by EU projects in the autumn. Enjoy the recording
here

PROJECT PARTNER 5TH
ANNIVERSARY
Happy 5th Anniversary to SECLI-FIRM project
partner, WEMC. The team are celebrating ﬁve productive years in the ﬁelds
of weather and climate for the energy transition. Find out more

Get in touch to ﬁnd out more or share opportunities for us to
communicate project learnings
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